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INTEGRAL FORMULAE FOR SPINOR FIELDS. 
J. Bureš V. Souček 
A scheme for the group theoretic classification of possible ge­
neralized Cauchy-Riemann equations on manifolds was described in [\] • 
The aim of the paper is to present some possibilities how to distin­
guish those of them, which are really in a reasonable sense genera­
lizations of C-R equations. The simplest criterion, which we use he­
re, is the possibility to find an analogue of Cauchy integral for­
mula for solutions of corresponding equations. We shall treat here 
only real, flat case, mainly in dimension 4 and we shall restrict 
ourselves to the group G -- Spin(n). 
Let us first recall the way how differential operators are defi­
ned using representations of G . Consider an irreducible represen­
tation E of the group G with the highest weight y . Let 
C"(V) denote smooth maps from a fixed domain SicR into the vec-
• n . • 
tor space V . The tensor products A J ® E (where AJ = A JR* ) 
split into irreducible pieces as the representation spaces for G , 
say A J® E • 5~" FJ , where X, s are the heighest weights of F^ . 
p k^l Xk k xk 
Then the vector-valued de Rham sequence on fl 
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The operators ^. are defined as the composition of the exterior 
derivative d with the projection to corresponding pieces in the 
diagram (1). 
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Any operator among 3̂  , . • •, 3
m
 or perhaps a sum of them can be 
considered as a possible candidate for higher dimensional analogue 
of C-R equations for E.. -valued maps on SL .We want to discuss now 
some possibilities how to find a generalized Cauchy integral formula 
for solutions of such operators in some cases. It is clear that the 
necessary conditions for it
 i s t n e
 inequality dim E i dim F^ 
(for 3j: E -• F . ) ,because there would be more components than 
equations and some components could be choosen arbitrarily. To ex­
plain the.procedure which we want to use,let us consider first the 
following two cases. 
1. Let 6» be the Clifford algebra of 1R ( with the standard 
negative definite quadratic form) with generators e.,...,e . 
For left regular mappinqs f: R . ."* L„ ( i.e for solutions of 
n+i r\ 
the equation 3f - 0 ,3 -* (3/3x
Q
+ Z e. 3/ 3x
i
 ) the following 
integral formula holds 
r(P) - -L J (2JLL>+ 
s n ІQ - P І
П + 1 
DQ f t ø ) 
where wh i s the volume of the u n i t n-sphere,DQ i s the standard 
r n - valued n-form on R + . C c n and denote the main a n t i i n v o l u -
t i o n in {tr% ( e . g . e t - - e . , eQ * e ) . More d e t a i l s can be f o u -
nd in [3 2 • 
2 . Le t V . ,V 2 be r e a l v e c t o r s p a c e s , b o t h cons idered a s subspa-
c e s of V-sV. © V 0 . Let us cons ider a l i n e a r map fi R ^,—* L(V ,V} 1 -£ n + i 
such t h a t 
*(x) (vx) c v2 , *cx) Cv2) a vx 
for a l l x e R ± , . Let us denote fur ther n+1 
• (x)«"500/v , Tcxj -» ?(x)yv 
It was shown in [2J that if the conditions 
(i) tie^ . • Ce±) - - • (e^ 5 (eQ} = -id 
(iijSCej)- * ceQ) =-• • (e0)-S(e±) 
(iii) * (e^ . 5 Ce .) +5 (.e .>* [e±) -» 0 
hold on V. ,then for solutions of the equation 
D# (f) r|..(ei) -§|- = 0 
(-) 
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we have the following integral formula 
f(P)=in J i(^-=-fjn+l) #(DQ) ffQ) 
s 
n 
(for details see 1 ?] ) . 
The conditions (2) means just the same as the condition that 
i.e that the operator D* (f) can be complemented by a suitable 
_irst order operator to give together the Laplace operator. 
So the case 2 tells us that to obtain a generalized Cauchy in-
tegral formula in such a way ,it is sufficient for an operator *3. 
from (l)to find a complementary operator 2. such that 0.»3. is 
just the Laplace operator componentwise for E^ -valued maps. 
We'd like ,moreover , to find the complementary operator in a way, 
which could be used in future in general situation,i.e. on manifolds. 
There is one natural possibility,which could be succesful. The Hodge 
AJ A W-J 
star operator * on forms give the isomorphism of /\ with f\ 
t4lsp as Spin(n)- modules) ,so the decomposition of /v fc E^ and 
A "®E^, are the same ( i.e.isomorphic ) . The corresponding pie-
ces in the decomposition are mapped one onto another by the --•-ope-
rator suggesting possibility to take as a complementing operator 
for ^. the corresponding operator *3 . given by the scheme (l) 
from F^C /T^EJM, into A * ® E ^ . 
We shall present now some examples showing that the described 
procedure can,but need not ,give the desired result.We shall con-
centrate our attention to the simplest but the representative and, 
in the connection with mathematical physics,the most interesting 
case of dimension 4 
So let us consider the case of R w G -. Spin(4). There are two 
basic spinor representations,say SA'
S** of Spin(4) ,where both 
S and SA- are complex 2-dimensional vector spaces and the re-
presentationon them are coming from the identification Spin (4) — 
SU(2) x SU(2). Every other irreducible representation of Spin (4) 
can be obtained by taking tensor products S. _, _# _j — S 
J * r A. .. .E A.. . .F m, n 
of these two representations ,symmetrized in primed and unprimed in-
dices. So all ireducible representations of G can be classified by 
the couple (m,n) of nonnegative integers.( There is a simple rela-
tion of this classification to the classification by highest weights, 
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but we shall not need it here 
A lot of information on the 4-dimensional case can be found in 
the paper by Garding LA Ion square roots' of wave equation on Min-
kowski space. He is studying there the first order systems of equa-
tions with the property that every component of a solution satisfies 
the wave equation. The notion of Wnimal set' of equation was 
introduced in f4j . It is a first order system of equations with 
the described property which is in a sense minimal within the set 
of all such systems of equations ( for details seef4 J). 
The same discussion can be applied also in our Riemannian case 
( Euclidean space R4 instead of Minkowski space ) , the component 
of minimal set will satisfy now the Laplace equation. It can be 
checked that the procedure using in t4 1 to find minimal sets of equa-
tions is just the same as the procedure described above ( which use 
the complementing operator 0 to *3 ) . 
The result of the discussions is the following. 
If we take E*. *• S (m-» n) , then we have the splitting r^ m, n . m 
A < 8 S m , n ~ Sm+l,n+l e Sm-l,n+l e Sm+l,n-l a Sm-l,n-l 
resp. ( for the case m - 0 ) 
^ ® S 0 , n ~ S0,n+1 ®
 S0,n-1 
The minimal set of equations is either any of two operators for the 
case m *t O ,or sum of any two operators in the general case m > 0 . 
So .for any first order system forming a minimal set of equations we 
can use described procedure and to find the generalized Cauchy in-
tegral formula. Such systems hence can be considered quite well to 
be generalizations of C-R equations to higher dimensions. The most 
interesting cases as for applications in mathematical physics 
are two cases with m=.0 . 
E x a m P l e 1S ^ ^ n * SA',...,F' 
Ci) The operator ^. : S- — > S- ̂  . can be written in the spi-
' AA' u'"~1 
nor notation ( see£5 J ) as y $ A' . F' s ° and is u s u a l l v called 
the massless"field equation. The corresponding generalized Cauchy 
integral formula was described inC 2 J , 
(ii) The operator Q - ; S. ->• S- .. looks in the spinor notati-
r-i A X ' / u'n"t"1 
on l i k e VrAi xRi G»f 0 (where the round bracket* denote the 
symmetrization) and i s usually cal led the twistor equation fesp. 
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for n»l) or Killing equation. 
Returning back to the necessary condition for dimensions of E and 
F, it is easy to check that the condition is satisfied not only for 
minimal set of equations but also for further two cases which will 
be discussed in more details in the following two examples ( recall 
that dim Sm n * (m+1) (n+1) ) . 
Example 2 ; 
The operator 9 , : S —> S . , . , has the spinor form 3 m, n m+l,n+i 
and was used by Penrose and Walker if ] a s the equation for Kil l ing 
spinors. For m* n-*l i t i s just the equation for confornal Kil -
l i n g vectors D(^Vy)-^. g^u ( s e e C5] ) . This equation i s quite in -
teresting example because i t does not form a minimal set ,but i t can 
be shown by direct computation that i f we complement i t using the 
procedure described above, the result ing operator of the second o r -
derwill not be the Laplace opera to r, but a more general e l l i p t i c ope-
rator. I t means that even i f the procedure leading to generalized 
Cauchy integral formula cannot be used here, there i s s t i l l a hope 
to find a more general version of i t . So the considered system of 
equations can s t i l l be a reasonable generalization of C-R equations. 
Example 3: 
The operator 9 - : S_ —> S . . _ . ( m4n ) has the spinor form r 4 m,n m+l,n-l * r 
y(h < £B- . . .E)A
/ . . . .F / m Q 
and i t can be shown that the second order operator obtained by the 
described procedure i s not e l l i p t i c one,so th i s procedure never 
can lead to a generalized Cauchy integral formula. 
So summarizing the above d i s cuss ion , i t was shown that the simple 
counting of dimensions ( the necessary condition ) i s not suf f i c i ent 
to dist inguish proper generalization of C-R equations and that. ' 
further study and another means are necessary to treat some cases 
for which the natural procedure presented above doesn't lead to ge-
neralized Cauchy integral formula. 
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